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Think that the stock market is really down lately? Truth is, it is at
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about the same levels as they were at the beginning of the
quarter! Stocks were up at the beginning of the quarter, only to
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lose those gains in the last couple of weeks. All of the negative
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news- government decisions, inflation, China, make us feel like a
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big drop is coming. Truth is, we often have drops in the market
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in September and October for various reasons. It can create
buying opportunities in the short term, or at least recovery
periods ahead. The government will resolve their budget and spending issues and we will move ahead.
Remember a few years ago when the Federal government was shut down for a month? Yes, it would be
bad if the government could not come to any agreement, but that is not the case. Hang in there, or
even take an opportunity to buy lower.
Fidelity, in coordination with Amazon’s Climate Fund, have recently backed a company, Beta
Technologies, who specializes in electric aircraft with vertical takeoff. You can find out more about the
company, their goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and their aircraft at https://www.beta.team/
Here is a video showing their current aircraft and how it will potentially effect transportation in the next
decade. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGBtU9fWZtc
Have you found yourself staying up late, joylessly bingeing TV shows and scrolling through the news, or simply
navigating your day uninspired and aimless? Chances are you're languishing, says organizational psychologist
Adam Grant -- a psychic malaise that has become all too common after many months of the pandemic. He
breaks down the key indicators of languishing and presents three ways to escape that "meh" feeling and start
finding your flow.
https://www.ted.com/talks/adam_grant_how_to_stop_languishing_and_start_finding_flow
Should you name a trust as a beneficiary of your IRA account? If you have specific instructions as to how
you want the money paid out, this can be an option. While there can be some advantages to naming a
trust as beneficiary, some problems can emerge. We recently worked with a client whose relative used
a trust, with 11 unequal beneficiaries. The insurance company holding the money refused to open
accounts for each beneficiary (too small of an account), so the attorneys would need to do the work to

set up the accounts. This was to be costly, so they recommended paying out the money all at once,
potentially causing a tax problem to the larger recipients. If you name an individual, it will go directly to
the individual, without the extra complication and avoiding immediate taxation. Please talk to us about
an effective beneficiary for your IRA or 401(k) retirement accounts.
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